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Abstract – I have a question that “is speed of light is a constant in all over universe” if yes then I have seen its all properties but I 
have found that the speed of light is not constant in all over universe as time is relative same as speed of light is also relative, so 
in this research paper I have proved that speed of light is relative and I have given a new formula for varying speed of light.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 
As we know that time is not the same everywhere in the universe, so how does the speed of light keep itself the same. So let's do a 
thought experiment, suppose there are three friends, joy, toy and Roy, out of which the toy is on the earth, which is shown by the 
time cone 1 in the diagram. We have sent joy and Roy to two different places in space, Joy went to a place where time is slow and 
Roy is sent to a place where time is fast, joy activity is displayed on time cone 2 and Roy activity on time cone 3. 
Now we told all the three people Joy, Roy, Toy, do experiment of speed of light, then according to old theories, all the three people 
will get the same speed of 299792458 m / s, so we have displayed them by point P and Q and R. 

 
Fig 1 space and time 

Point P is observation by toy of speed of light at time cone 1 
Point Q is observation by joy of speed of light at time cone 2 
Point R is the observation by Roy of speed of light at time cone 3 
Now if we observe the observation of joy and Roy from the time cone of the toy, then we find that the speed of light of joy appears 
to be slowing down on the time line of the toy and Roy's speed of light appears to be more on the time line of the toy happens. 
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Fig 2 space and time with three different time cones  

Compare of cover distance by light in different position 

 

Fig 3 problem in speed of light  
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Point P' is joy's observation on toy's time line 
Point P" is Roy’s observation on toy’s time line 
But it is not possible that the speed of light seems to be changing, so we should see the same speed of light from everywhere. 
So now, keeping the speed of light constant in the diagram, we draw a line AB from point P, but by doing this, the joy of time cone 
2, where time is slow, the speed of light will increase and in Roy's where time is fast, there is speed of light. will be slow. 

 

Fig 4 solution of speed of light constant  

Line AB is constant speed of light from toy’s time cone  
Point F' is real speed of light on Roy’s time cone  
Point F" is real speed of light on joy’s time cone 
Laws of speed of light – 
After study of graphs i am on conclusion that i am showing in my laws- 
first law –“if we only observe one Time cone then we find speed of light is constant for ever  
“speed of light is only constant in only one Time cone” 
Second law – “in compare of same time of two different time cones the cover distance by light is constant that is 299792458 m. 
Let us understand this with an example- 
Suppose we observe two time cone 1 and time cone 2, suppose time is fast in time cone 2 and the value of 1 second is 0.5 second, so 
the speed of light in time cone 2 will be half. 
Relative speed of light ×relative time = 299792458 m ...........equation 1 
Relative time = (time on earth)/(same value on other time cone ) 
Relative time example – 2 times, 3 times etc. 
Let us now tell you why what we are saying is true? 
As we know that gravity, sound and light are all three waves. We also know that the sound wave travels at a higher speed in dens 
matter e.g. the speed of sound in iron is greater than the speed in air. Similarly, light also travels through space-time, that light 
should also follow the same property. 
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Now gravity is the cause of replaces strings, the higher the density, the higher the gravity and the higher the density of the replaces 
strings, the higher the speed of light. 
Therefore, the higher the gravity, the higher the speed of light, and according to equation 1, the more the speed of light, the slower 
the time. 

II. RESULTS  
So finally - 
Time will be slow in high gravity and time will be fast in low gravity, this is what tells us relativity. 
change speed of light × relative time = 299792458 m 
c' × t" = 299792458 m 
according to relativity  
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III. CONCUSION  
So finally speed of light is not constant is all over in universe it is varying and its varying formula is – 
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